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a b s t r a c t

The Advanced Regional Prediction System (ARPS) has been modified so as to simulate

turbulent flow at very fine scale within and above vegetation canopies using a large-eddy

simulation (LES) approach. It is first shown that this new version of ARPS is able to reproduce

accurately all essential features of turbulent flow over homogeneous canopies. A sensitivity

study of the flow to the morphology of the canopy, i.e. the density and vertical leaf-area (LAI)

distribution, is then performed numerically over three types of canopies with five levels of

leaf-area index, from 1 to 5. This study confirms the universal characteristics of turbulent

flow over vegetation canopies, as previously observed from wind-tunnel and in situ

experiments. It shows that the typical features of canopy flow become more pronounced

as canopy density increases, and quantifies the extent to which differences in canopy

morphology can explain the experimental variability observed between canopies. This

variability in turbulent characteristics is mostly visible in the subcanopy space, and depends

significantly on the density of the upper foliated layers. The mean longitudinal separation

Lw between adjacent coherent structures has also been computed for each canopy using the

wavelet transform and approximating the convection velocity of coherent structures as 1.8

times the average wind velocity at canopy top. Except for the sparsest canopies, the analogy

between the atmospheric flow near the top of a vegetation canopy and a plane mixing layer

is well verified: Lw is directly related to the shear length scale Ls ¼ UðhÞ=U0ðhÞ, where h is

n velocity and U0 is the vertical gradient dU=dz, in a way close to the

Ls=h.
canopy height, U mea

prediction Lw=h ¼ 8:1
# 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

It is now well established that turbulence over vegetation

canopies is characterized by (i) a strong shear at canopy top

associated with an inflection point in mean horizontal

velocity, (ii) a rapid decrease of turbulent kinetic energy and

momentum flux with depth in the canopy, (iii) the major role

of sweep motions in momentum transfer at canopy top, and

(iv) positive and negative skewnesses of the streamwise and

vertical wind velocity components at canopy top, respectively,

showing that turbulence is dominated by intermittent,
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energetic downward-moving gusts (see Finnigan, 2000, for a

review).

The inflection point in the mean velocity profile at canopy

top is of major importance since it is responsible for the

development of large coherent eddies that control most of

momentum and scalar transfer between vegetation and the

atmosphere (Gao et al., 1989; Lu and Fitzjarrald, 1994). Such

observations led Raupach et al. (1996) to postulate that the

atmospheric flow near the top of a vegetation canopy is

analogous to a plane mixing-layer flow. In both cases the

development, the characteristics and length scales of coherent
d.
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structures appear indeed similar. In the light of this analogy

Raupach et al. (1996) deduced from many field and wind-

tunnel datasets that the mean longitudinal separation Lw

between adjacent coherent structures is a function of a shear

length scale Ls (defined initially in Raupach et al., 1989, and

presented further here), as for plane mixing-layer flow.

This overall behaviour of turbulent flow over plant canopies

has been observed over a wide range of cases, with residual

scatter that may be due to differences in canopy morphology

(Raupach et al., 1986; Novak et al., 2000), i.e. plant density and

vertical leaf-area distribution. Experimental studies of the

influence of canopy morphology on turbulent statistical fields

and coherent structures remain limited because of the

difficulties in implementing such experiments (Shaw et al.,

1988; Novak et al., 2000; Poggi et al., 2004). Moreover, to our

knowledge no numerical investigations with detailed flow

statistics have been performed so far on this matter.

The objective of the present paper is to use the large-eddy

simulation (LES) technique to analyze the influence of canopy

morphology on the turbulent flow and examine the validity of

the mixing-layer analogy with assumptions similar to those

used by Raupach et al. (1996). As LES gives access to

instantaneous dynamic fields it is indeed able to simulate

turbulent structures in a plant canopy larger than twice the

grid mesh, whereas in the meantime subgrid-scale eddy

motions are modelled.

LES over vegetation has been mostly performed with fluid

mechanics models over homogeneous canopies under neutral

stratification. Comparisons with field and wind-tunnel obser-

vations have provided qualitative agreement of simulated

mean velocity and turbulent statistics profiles (Shaw and

Schumann, 1992; Su et al., 1998). Coherent structures have also

been investigated, firstly by Kanda and Hino (1994) then by Su

et al. (2000) through a two-point correlation analysis, followed

by Watanabe (2004) using scalar ramp detection. Over a range of

atmospheric conditions, Shen and Leclerc (1997) explored the

influence of instability on turbulent structures and Dwyer et al.

(1997) considered the various terms of the turbulent kinetic

energy budget. All these studies on homogeneous canopies

demonstrated that LES is capable of reproducing in details

many observed features of turbulent flow over vegetation

canopies. To a lesser extent, LES has also been applied over

heterogeneous vegetation canopies (Patton et al., 1998; Yang

et al., 2006a, b; Dupont and Brunet, 2008, in press, s).

In the present study we use ARPS (version 5.1.5), the

Advanced Regional Prediction System developed at the Center

for Analysis and Prediction of Storms (CAPS) at the University

of Oklahoma for the explicit prediction of convective and cold-

season storms as well as weather systems at other scales. This

model can be used for both large-eddy and mesoscale

simulations. In the former case the integration is performed

over small domains with a vertical and horizontal resolution

fine enough (less than about 100 m) to resolve most boundary-

layer eddies. Here, ARPS has been modified so as to simulate

turbulent flows over plant canopies at very fine scales (about

2 m). To this purpose a drag force approach has been

implemented in a way similar to Watanabe (2004), by adding

a pressure and viscous drag force term in the momentum

equation and by adding a sink term in the equations for

subgrid-scale turbulent kinetic energy, so that the acceleration
of the dissipation of turbulent eddies in the inertial subrange

can be represented. A dry and neutral atmosphere is

considered in all simulations.

After a description of the changes made to the equations of

ARPS (Section 2), we show a validation of the model in a

homogeneous canopy case (Section 3). A sensitivity study of

the turbulent flow to the vegetation morphology is then

performed over 15 canopies through the analysis of the basic

turbulent statistics profiles and wind velocity correlations

(Section 4). Following this, the validity of the plane mixing-

layer analogy is investigated numerically in Section 5 for a

range of canopy morphologies, using the wavelet transform

technique. Finally, we summarize and conclude this study

(Section 6).
2. Methods

2.1. Model equations

ARPS is a complete weather forecast system that has been

extensively validated over the last decade for a variety of

mesoscale flows. Here the model is extended so as to simulate

turbulent flow within vegetation canopies. A brief description

of the model is first presented with a focus on the

implementation of the canopy. A detailed description of the

standard version of the model and its validation cases are

available in the ARPS User’s Manual (Xue et al., 1995) and in

Xue et al. (2000, 2001).

ARPS is a three-dimensional, non-hydrostatic, compres-

sible model where Navier–Stokes equations are written in

terrain-following coordinates. The grid is orthogonal in the

horizontal direction and stretched in the vertical direction.

The model solves the conservation equations for the three

wind velocity components, pressure, potential temperature

and water (water vapor, cloud water, rainwater, cloud ice,

snow and graupel). Wind components and atmospheric state

variables (air density, pressure and potential temperature) are

split into a base state (over-barred variables) and a deviation

(double-primed variables). The base state is assumed hor-

izontally homogeneous, time invariant and hydrostatically

balanced. For high spatial resolution, conservation equations

are filtered to separate small and large scales. Therefore,

filtered equations can be seen as grid volume-averaged

equations. Within the vegetated layer, the shear flow at the

canopy top involves eddies larger than those produced in the

wakes behind vegetation elements, and eddy dissipation

occurs through the smallest eddies (Kolmogorov scale). The

filter scale or grid spacing is located within the inertial

subrange. All turbulent structures larger than the filter scale

are explicitly solved by the model, especially turbulent eddies

produced by wind shear, while smaller turbulent structures,

i.e. subgrid-scale (SGS) turbulent motions, are modelled

through a 1.5-order turbulence closure scheme (amongst

others) with the resolution of a SGS turbulent kinetic energy

(TKE) conservation equation.

The ARPS momentum and SGS TKE equations have been

modified in the same manner as Watanabe (2004) to account

for the effect of vegetation on the turbulent flow. As all

simulations in this study were performed under dry condition
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over a flat terrain, momentum, temperature, pressure and SGS

TKE equations presented hereafter are written in Cartesian

coordinates for a dry atmosphere, for the sake of simplicity.

Despite the fact that the atmosphere is also neutral, the

potential temperature equation has been solved in order to

activate turbulent motions through initial small turbulent

temperature perturbations. Therefore, using the Einstein

summation convention, the momentum equation, written

for a Boussinesq fluid, is:
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where the overtilde indicates the filtered variables or grid

volume-averaged variables. In this equation, t is time and

xiðx1 ¼ x; x2 ¼ y; x3 ¼ zÞ refer to the streamwise, lateral, and

vertical directions, respectively; uiðu1 ¼ u;u2 ¼ v;u3 ¼ wÞ is

the instantaneous velocity component along xi, di j is the Kro-

necker’s symbol, ei jk the alternating unit tensor, adiv a damping

coefficient meant to attenuate acoustic waves, p the air pres-

sure, r the air density, g the acceleration due to gravity, u the

potential temperature, cp and cv the specific heat of air at

constant pressure and volume, respectively.

The terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) represent,

respectively, the pressure-gradient force term, the Coriolis

term, the buoyancy term, the turbulent transport term, and

the drag force term induced by the vegetation. In the latter, Cd

is the mean drag coefficient of the canopy and Af is the frontal

area density of the vegetation (m2 m�3).

In the Coriolis term, v represents the angular velocity of the

earth and the second part of the Coriolis term, �2r̄v jei jkuk,

represents the geostrophic pressure gradient force associated

with the base-state wind. The Coriolis force is only applied on

wind perturbations since the steady base state is already

geostrophically balanced.

The pressure equation is derived from the equation of state

and the mass continuity equation:

@ p̃00

@t
þ @ũi p̃00

@xi
¼ �r̄c2

s

@ũi

@xi
þ r̄gw (2)

where cs is the full acoustic wave speed. The contribution from

diabatic heating is neglected.

The conservation equation for potential temperature

writes as follows:
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The Reynolds or subfilter-scale or subgrid stress tensor ti j is

modelled through an SGS eddy-viscosity or gradient-transport

model as:

ti j ¼ �r̄nt
@ũi

@x j
þ

@ũ j

@xi

 !
(4)
where nt is the eddy viscosity modelled as the product of a

length scale l and a velocity scale
ffiffiffi
e
p

(e being the SGS TKE)

characterizing the SGS turbulent eddies:

nt ¼ 0:1
ffiffiffi
e
p

l (5)

For a neutral atmosphere with isotropic turbulence, the mix-

ing length depends on the grid spacing:

l ¼ Dx Dy Dzð Þ1=3 (6)

where Dx, Dy and Dz are the grid spacings in the longitudinal,

lateral and vertical directions, respectively. In ARPS, it is also

possible to use different horizontal and vertical mixing lengths

for various horizontal and vertical grid spacings.

At the surface, the components of the Reynolds stress

tensor are defined as:

ti3jsurface ¼ �r̄CdmmaxðV;Vmin Þũi (7)

where i2f1;2g, V is the wind velocity at the lowest grid level

(V ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ũ1

2 þ ũ2
2

p
jsurface), Vmin the lower limit of V, and Cdm is the

drag coefficient computed in neutral condition from the for-

mulation of Byun (1990).

The conservation equation for the SGS turbulent kinetic

energy writes:
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The terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (8) represent, respec-

tively, the dynamic shear production term, the buoyancy pro-

duction term, theturbulent transport term, the dissipation term

and the cascade term for SGS TKE. The latter represents the

energy-loss process that accelerates the dissipation of turbu-

lence in the canopy: as the eddies of all scales larger than the

canopy elements loose their TKE into both heat and wake

through their interaction with vegetation, the inertial eddy-

cascade is indeed bypassed (Finnigan, 2000). The production

of SGS TKE by wake motions behind vegetation elements is not

considered, as their scales are much smaller than those making

up the bulk of SGS TKE (Shaw and Schumann, 1992). Further-

more, Shaw and Patton (2003) showed from their LES model

using an equation for SGS TKE and another one for the wake

kinetic energy that the role of wake motions is essentially to

enhance the dissipation of subgrid-scale energy. Wake motions

can therefore be simply represented through an increase of the

cascade term in a unique SGS TKE conservation equation.

The subgrid heat flux is written as:

tiu ¼ �r̄
nt

Pr
@ũ

@xi
(9)

where Pr is the Prandtl number.

For the sake of clarity the overtilde on ũi will be omitted

from now on.
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2.2. Numerical details

Three-dimensional simulations were performed over

various homogeneous continuous forest canopies within

400 m � 200 m � 200 m domains, corresponding to 200�
100� 65 grid points in the x; y and z directions, respectively,

with 2 m grid spacing below z ¼ 84 m and a vertically stretched

grid above. The forest height is set at 18 m but various frontal

area density profiles are considered, depending on the studied

cases (see further). The drag coefficient, Cd, is equal to 0.2,

which is a usual average value observed for trees. Cd as well as

the frontal area density, Af , are also assumed independent of

wind velocity, although Rudnicki et al. (2004) and Vollsinger

et al. (2000) observed that the crown frontal area density and

drag coefficient of trees may decrease as wind increases since

branches and foliage align with wind direction.

The lateral boundary conditions are periodic, the bottom

boundaries are treated as rigid and surface momentum flux is

parameterized through bulk aerodynamic drag laws (Eq. (7)). A

70 mdeepRayleighdamping layer isusedat the upperboundary

in order to absorb upward propagating wave disturbances and

to eliminate wave reflection at the top of the domain. The

velocity fields are initialized from the base-state wind profile

(Fig. 1) which was computed from a meteorological pre-

processor (Pénelon et al., 2001) with a constant vertical profile

of potential temperature (300 K), a dry atmosphere and

geostrophic wind components equal to 18.5 m s�1 and

�3:5 m s�1 in the x and y directions, respectively. The flow is

driven by the geostrophic pressure gradient associated with the

base-state wind in the Coriolis term (Eq. (1)).

2.3. Data analysis

After the flow has reached an equilibrium state, wind velocity

and turbulent statistical profiles are computed from a
Fig. 1 – Profiles of the horizontal base-state wind velocity

components.
horizontal and time averaging procedure. Horizontal aver-

aging is performed over all x and y locations at each considered

z, and time averaging is performed over 90 samples collected

for a 30 min period. Consequently, wind velocity components

ui can be decomposed into ui ¼ huiixyt þ u0i, where the symbol

h ixyt denotes the time and space average and the prime the

deviation from the averaged value.

Zero time-lag two-point correlation coefficients are com-

puted from the velocity components using the following

expression:

Riiðx; y; zÞ ¼
huiðx; y; zÞuið0; 0;hÞit
sui
ðx; y; zÞsui

ð0; 0;hÞ (10)

where the reference point is located at the origin of the

horizontal coordinates (middle of the computational domain)

and at the canopy top, sui
¼ hu0i2i

1=2
t is the standard deviation of

the wind velocity component ui. In addition to the time aver-

aging, a spatial averaging is performed on Rii over all x and y

locations at each considered z when Rii is analyzed in y�z and

x�z planes, respectively.

In order to quantify the respective importance of ejection

and sweep motions for the mean momentum flux, their relative

contribution and fraction are computed, respectively, as:

DS0;0 ¼
hu0w0iIVxyt � hu0w0i

II
xyt

hu0w0ixyt

(11)

and

Quw ¼
hu0w0iIVxyt

hu0w0iIIxyt

(12)

where hu0w0iIVxyt and hu0w0iIIxyt are the Reynolds stresses in the

fourth (sweeps) and second (ejection) quadrants.
3. Model validation

To test our model we use the mean wind velocity and standard

turbulent statistics profiles measured by Shaw et al. (1988)

within and above a deciduous forest at Camp Borden in

Ontario, Canada. These measurements are consistent with

others from wind-tunnel and field campaigns (Raupach et al.,

1986; Brunet et al., 1994; Kaimal and Finnigan, 1994; Finnigan,

2000), and have already been used by Shaw and Schumann

(1992) and Su et al. (1998) to validate their LES models. On top of

the turbulent statistics, we also consider turbulent variables

such as DS0;0, Quw or Rii. The frontal area density profile used in

this validation is shown in Fig. 2 (case 1 with LAI ¼ 2).

3.1. Basic turbulent statistic profiles

Fig. 3a–e shows observed and simulated normalized

averaged wind velocity (huixyt), momentum flux (�hu0w0ixyt),

standard deviations of the three wind velocity components

(su; sv; sw, where sui
¼ hu0i2i

1=2
xyt ), total and SGS TKE

(ktot ¼ 0:5hu0i2ixyt þ heixyt; heixyt), streamwise and vertical velo-

city skewnesses (Sku and Skw, where Skui
¼ hu0i3ixyt=hu

0
i
2i3=2xyt ). As

can be seen the model performs well for all variables, and with



Fig. 2 – Frontal area density profiles for the three types of canopy studied in this paper (cases 1–3), with five values each of

leaf-area index (LAI = 1–5).
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a similar accuracy as the model of Su et al. (1998). It has to be

mentioned that SGS TKE within the canopy only represents

less than 10% of total TKE, indicating that flow fields do not

strongly depend on the SGS turbulence scheme. Furthermore,

the wind velocity profile is logarithmic and the momentum

flux is constant above the canopy. The model is, therefore,

capable of simulating the constant flux layer although the

vertical size of the computational domain does not include the

whole atmospheric boundary layer. At canopy top the mean

velocity profile is characterized by an inflection point with a

strong wind shear. Further down wind velocity decreases

exponentially within the canopy as trees extract momentum

from the flow through drag forces. The mean wind direction

above the canopy follows the base state one (figure not shown)

while a swing in wind direction is observed within the canopy,

as is observed and discussed in Section 4.1.

Fig. 3f shows the kurtosis of streamwise and vertical

velocities, Ktu and Ktw (where Ktui
¼ hu0i4ixyt=hu

0
i
2i2xyt), respec-

tively. Within the crown layer, Ktu peaks at about 3.5 whereas

Ktw increases with depth in the canopy, up to a maximum

value of 5 at the ground. Ktw is always larger than Ktu. These

features indicate the presence of large intermittent eddies that

have enough energy to penetrate deep into the canopy. Such

behaviour of Ktu and Ktw has already been observed by

Baldocchi and Meyers (1988) and Green et al. (1995), with

somewhat larger values.

In the surface layer the momentum flux is equally

controlled by sweep and ejection events (Fig. 3g and h),

whereas in the roughness sublayer, around the canopy top, it

is dominated by sweeps with maxima in DS0;0 and Quw at about

z ¼ 0:8h. This feature is in agreement with previous observa-

tions (Raupach et al., 1996; Finnigan, 2000; Poggi et al., 2004)

and confirms that momentum transfer at canopy top is

primarily due to the penetration of the canopy by fast,

downward-moving gusts.

The three squared vorticity components hvxi2xyt, hvyi2xyt, and

hvzi2xyt in the streamwise, spanwise and vertical directions,

respectively, rapidly decrease in the canopy (Fig. 3i). The

spanwise vorticity is maximum at canopy top and larger than

the other two components, which indicates that turbulent
structures are essentially transverse. Streamwise and vertical

vorticities are maximum just above the canopy, at about

z ¼ 1:3h and 1:5h, respectively. These higher positions of hvxi2xyt

and hvzi2xyt maxima, compared with hvyi2xyt, agrees with the

idealized picture of coherent structures proposed by Finnigan

(2000) as hairpin-shaped vortical structures or ‘double roller’

vortices with a downwind tilt from the horizontal. Indeed, the

lower base of the double roller vorticies may be characterized

by a spanwise vortex at the canopy top, and consequently a

maximum in hvyi2xyt, while the downwind pair of counter-

rotating vortices, characterized by high values of hvxi2xyt and

hvzi2xyt, are positively inclined from the horizontal. The center

of the double roller vortices deduced by Finnigan and Shaw

(2000) from their Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis

is slightly higher (z ¼ 1:6h) than our maximum of hvxi2xyt. Our

averaged vorticity fields account for all types of structures

while the EOF analysis allows one to focus only on dominant

structures, which probably explains this difference of location.

3.2. Spatial correlations

The contours of the correlation for streamwise and vertical

velocities, R11 and R33, are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively,

in the x�z, y�z and x�y planes, giving information on the

shape and size of coherent structures. As previously observed

in wind-tunnel (Shaw et al., 1995), field (Raupach et al., 1991)

and LES (Su et al., 2000) experiments, R11 has a near-elliptical

form in the x�z plane with a downwind tilt from the

horizontal. The correlated area (say, R11 >0:2) extends from

�3:5h to 6h in the streamwise direction and over 3:5h in the

vertical. The downwind tilt of R11 is estimated by performing a

linear regression on the height of the maximum in R11 for each

vertical section, from the reference point to the downwind

point where R11 becomes less than 0.2. The slope angle above

the canopy is about 18� and it is smaller within the canopy, in

good agreement with previous observations (Shaw et al., 1995).

In the y�z plane, R11 is stretched on the vertical with a

correlated area extending over 3:5h in the vertical and 2h in the

spanwise direction. Fig. 4c clearly shows the difference in size

between the correlated area of the streamwise velocity in the



Fig. 3 – Validation of ARPS against the field observations of Shaw et al. (1988) in a homogeneous forest canopy. Comparison

between simulated (lines) and observed (symbols) vertical profiles of mean horizontal wind velocity (a); momentum flux (b);

standard deviations of the three wind components (c) (su: solid line, empty circle; sv: long dashed line, empty square; sw:

small dashed line, empty triangle); total and SGS TKE (d) (ktot: solid line, symbols; heixyt: dashed line); skewnesses of u and w

(e) (Sku: solid line, empty circle; Skw: dashed line, empty triangle); kurtosis of u and w (f) (Ktu: solid line; Ktw: dashed line);

relative contribution DS0;0 (g) to the momentum flux and fraction Quw (h) of sweeps and ejections; square of the three

vorticity components (i) (hvxi2xyt: solid line; hvyi2xyt: long dashed line; hvzi2xyt: small dashed line). All variables are normalized

with the mean streamwise wind velocity at tree top, uh, and the friction velocity above the canopy, u�. The experimental

dataset is taken from the paper of Su et al. (1998).
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streamwise and spanwise directions, with an elongated shape

of R11 in the former direction.

R33 is roughly circular with a diameter of about 2h in the

three space directions with a slight elongation in the vertical

(Fig. 5). The auto-correlation for vertical velocity at mid-

canopy height is larger than for the streamwise velocity, the

latter decreasing more rapidly with increasing distance from

the canopy top.

At mid-canopy (z ¼ 0:5h) the maximum of R11 occurs with a

spatial shift reflecting a positive time delay from the tree top

level. This shows that the turbulent structures penetrating
into the canopy are inclined in the forward direction.

Conversely, the maximum of R33 occurs with no time delay,

which shows that perturbations in vertical velocity at tree top

occur simultaneously at all levels within the canopy. This

difference between the time delays of R11 and R33 within the

canopy was also observed from wind-tunnel and in situ

measurements by Raupach et al. (1989) and Shaw and Zhang

(1992). The latter authors explained that the zero time-lag

observed for vertical velocity is due to the rapid diffusion of

pressure fluctuations within the canopy, that are essentially

created by fluctuations in streamwise velocity at canopy top.



Fig. 4 – Contours of the auto-correlation function for

streamwise wind velocity R11 in the streamwise (a) and

spanwise (b) vertical cross-sections and in the horizontal

cross-section at z ¼ h (c).

Fig. 5 – Same as Fig. 4, but for the auto-correlation function

for vertical wind velocity R33.
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4. Sensitivity of turbulent statistics to forest
morphology

It was shown in the last section that our new version of ARPS is

able to reproduce accurately the main features of a turbulent

flow within and above a specific, horizontally homogeneous

vegetation canopy. We now investigate the sensitivity of the

flow to the internal morphology of the canopy. To this

purpose, three-dimensional simulations were performed over

15 homogeneous canopies characterized by three types of

vertical leaf-area distribution, each with five levels of leaf-area

index (LAI = 1–5) as represented in Fig. 2. In case 1, correspond-

ing to that previously studied, the vertical distribution is

characterized by a moderate trunk space (Fig. 2a). Case 2 is

characterized by a sparse trunk space and a dense crown layer,

typical for instance of a Maritime pine (Pinus pinaster) stand

(Fig. 2b). Case 3 has an upper layer with a (smaller) maximum

at the same height as case 2, and an undergrowth in the trunk

space, extending vertically up to about 0:35h (Fig. 2c).

The recent global synthesis of plant canopy LAI observa-

tions performed by Asner et al. (1988) showed that LAI range

from 1:3� 0:9 for deserts to 8:7� 4:3 for tree plantations.

Hence, the range of LAI chosen in this study (LAI = 1–5) should

provide relevant information on the impact of canopy density

variation on turbulent flow fields, without considering

extreme cases. The analysis of extreme cases (very sparse

and very dense canopies) represents by itself another study

that would probably require a different modelling approach in

terms of canopy representation, especially for very sparse
canopies, and in terms of grid resolution, that would be much

more complex and computational time consuming, respec-

tively, than for the intermediate canopy densities used here.

4.1. Basic turbulent statistic profiles

Figs. 6–8 present a ‘family portrait’ of the basic turbulent

statistics simulated over the 15 canopies. The overall

behaviour of the vertical profiles fits well with that observed

in situ and in wind-tunnel by Raupach et al. (1996) (their Fig. 2

a–i), Novak et al. (2000) (Figs. 4 and 5) and Poggi et al. (2004)

(Fig. 4), with a similar range of variability and similar

sensitivity to the canopy density. Throughout the range of

canopy morphology considered here, the turbulent flow at

canopy top and above always exhibits the well-known

features observed over homogeneous canopies, whereas

lower down the canopy morphology induces significant

differences.

It can be noticed that the discontinuity of the flow around

the canopy top is enhanced with increasing canopy density,

and especially with increasing density of the upper canopy as

in case 2, which induces a stronger inflection of the

streamwise wind profile, slightly larger peaks in Sku and Ktu,

and larger wind shear and transverse vorticity. The location of

the peak in Sku, always between z ¼ 0:8h and 1h, does not

change with increasing canopy density, whereas Poggi et al.

(2004) observed it at lower levels, down to z ¼ 0:5h, in artificial

canopies with vertically homogeneous leaf-area distributions.

Within the canopy, most turbulent variables (wind velocity,

momentum flux, uw-correlation (ruw ¼ hu0w0ixyt=susw), stan-

dard deviation of wind velocity components, vorticity com-

ponents, skewness of streamwise velocity) get more damped



Fig. 6 – Vertical profiles of mean horizontal wind velocity (a), momentum flux (b), uw correlation coefficient (c), standard

deviations of u (d) and w (e), skewnesses of u (f) and w (g), kurtosis of u (h) and w (i), squared wind vorticity in the x (j), y (k)

and z (l) directions, for case 1 canopy with LAI = 1–5 (Fig. 2a). All variables are normalized using the mean streamwise wind

velocity at tree top, uh, and the friction velocity above the canopy, u�. The arrows show the direction of increasing canopy

density.
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as density increases, indicating that large intermittent eddies

do not have sufficient energy to penetrate deep into the

canopy, which is confirmed by the lower maximum of Ktw.

While sw profiles are little sensitive to the leaf-area distribu-

tion and hu0w0ixyt profiles respond only marginally to the

density of the upper canopy, the variation of the other

variables with depth depends on the vertical foliar distribu-

tion. This decrease is stronger within the densest layers of the

canopy, while within the sparsest layers variables such as

wind velocity huixyt, su and Sku slightly increase.

While the wind direction above the canopy is similar to the

base state one, the wind direction is modified within the
canopy (Fig. 9), especially for the densest canopies, as was also

reported by Smith et al. (1972), Kondo and Akashi (1976) and

Wilson and Flesch (1999). The swing in wind direction

increases with decreasing height and increasing canopy

density. At equivalent LAI the swing is the largest in canopies

characterized by a dense upper layer and a sparse trunk space

(case 2), as was also observed by Kondo and Akashi (1976). The

swing across the canopy reaches up to 60� from the canopy top

wind direction in case 2 with LAI ¼ 5. However, for the densest

canopies, the values of the wind direction in the lower canopy

may be taken with caution due to the very low values of the

two horizontal wind velocity components, which explain the



Fig. 7 – Same as Fig. 6 but for case 2 canopies (Fig. 2b).
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perturbations visible on wind direction profiles (Fig. 9). This

swing in wind direction is caused by an indirect Coriolis effect.

As the shear stress gets weak within the canopy, the wind

turns so as to align with the large scale pressure gradient

which is perpendicular to the geostrophic wind direction at

the top of the atmospheric boundary layer.

Fig. 10 shows that the contribution of sweep events to the

momentum flux increases with increasing density of the

upper canopy: it is larger in case 2 (Quw ¼ 1:9), followed by

case 3 (Quw ¼ 1:8) and case 1 (Quw ¼ 1:7). Deeper in the

canopy DS0;0 responds differently to the leaf-area distribu-

tion. In case 1 the sweep contribution decreases, leading to

the domination of ejections in the lower half of the canopy

for the largest canopy densities, as observed in smooth wall

boundary layers (Finnigan and Shaw, 2000). In case 2,
ejections strongly dominate the momentum flux just below

the crown layer (z ¼ 0:5h) with an increasing contribution as

the canopy density increases. This sharp change below the

crown layer can be seen as resulting from a similar process

to what occurs at canopy top, due to a sharp transition

between a foliated layer and a very sparse trunk space (but

with a lower intensity due to the smaller wind velocity and

momentum flux). Within the trunk layer the ejection

contribution decreases and becomes equal to that of sweeps

close to the ground. In case 3 the sweep contribution

decreases within the canopy layer with little vegetation, as

in case 2 but to a lesser extent since sweeps remain

dominant except for the largest canopy densities. Then, at

the top of the undergrowth layer the sweep contribution

increases again as it does around the canopy top. Deeper in



Fig. 8 – Same as Fig. 6 but for case 3 canopies (Fig. 2c).

Fig. 9 – Vertical profiles of mean wind direction (b) for the three canopy types (cases 1–3) with LAI = 1–5 (Fig. 2). The arrows

show the direction of increasing canopy density.
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Fig. 10 – Mean vertical variation of the relative contribution

(DS0;0) to the Reynolds stress and fraction (Quw) of sweeps

and ejections for the three canopy types (cases 1–3) with

LAI = 1–5. The arrows show the direction of increasing

canopy density.

Table 1 – Slope angles (�) of the spatial auto-correlation
function for streamwise velocity

Case LAI ¼ 1 LAI ¼ 2 LAI ¼ 3 LAI ¼ 4 LAI ¼ 5

1 14 18 18 18 19

2 20 20 19 20 18

3 12 15 18 20 17

Fig. 11 – Horizontal variation of the average correlation of

streamwise (a and c) and vertical (b and d) wind velocities,

R11 and R33, respectively, at canopy height (a and b) and

mid-canopy height (c and d) for case 1 canopies with

LAI = 1–5 (Fig. 2a). The arrows show the direction of

increasing canopy density.
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the undergrowth, ejections become dominant for the

densest canopies as observed in case 1.

For the range of canopy densities chosen here, we do not

observe the transition of canopy turbulence from a boundary-

layer flow (where the momentum flux is controlled by weak

ejections) to a mixing-layer flow when the canopy density

increases. Such a transition was indeed observed by Poggi

et al. (2004) from their wind-tunnel measurements, with much

sparser canopies than ours.

4.2. Spatial correlations

The contours of the spatial auto-correlations R11 and R33,

computed for all canopy cases, roughly exhibit the same

patterns as those observed in Section 3.2, with an elongated

inclined shape in the streamwise direction for R11 (not

shown). The slope angles of R11, that have been computed

for all canopies with the same procedure as that used above,

are presented in Table 1. These angles are usually around

18� with lower values when the density of the upper canopy
is smaller, i.e. case 1 with LAI ¼ 1 and case 3 with LAI ¼ 1

and 2, probably due to the smaller wind shear above

the canopy, which limits the inclination of coherent

structures.

Figs. 11–13 illustrate the variability in R11 and R33 induced

by canopy structure, considered here on horizontal stream-

wise cross-sections at z ¼ h and z ¼ 0:5h (with the reference

values at z ¼ h). At canopy top, the size of the regions where

streamwise and vertical velocities are well-correlated appears

little sensitive to canopy density (only in case 1 R11 slightly

decreases with increasing density). In all cases at mid-canopy,

R11 clearly decreases with increasing density whereas R33 still

does not vary much. It is particularly low (and becomes even

negative for the largest density) in case 2, where most of the

interaction between the flow and the canopy occurs above

z ¼ 0:5h. The time delay between the two levels that can be

deduced from R11 (see Figs. 11c, 12c and 13c) increases with the

density of the upper canopy. In case 1, it corresponds to a shift

in space of about 0:2h and 0:7h for LAI ¼ 1 and 5, respectively;

in case 3, it is about 0:0h and 0:4h for LAI ¼ 1 and 5,

respectively; in case 2, with the largest upper density, it is



Fig. 12 – Same as Fig. 11 but for case 2 canopies (Fig. 2b).

Fig. 14 – Vertical variation (at x ¼ 0) of the average

correlations of streamwise (R11) and vertical (R33) wind

velocities for the three canopy types (cases 1–3) with

LAI = 1–5. The arrows show the direction of increasing

canopy density.
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about 0:8h and 1:5h for LAI ¼ 1 and 5, respectively. Conversely,

the peak in R33 occurs at all levels with no time delay in all

cases, due to the rapid diffusion of pressure fluctuations

within the canopy.

Fig. 14 presents the vertical profiles of R11 and R33 at x ¼ 0. It

shows that the sensitivity to canopy density increases with

decreasing height and confirms that the correlation decreases

with increasing density. All vertical profiles have similar

monotonic shapes in the canopy, except for R11 in case 2 that

shows a minimum at about z ¼ 0:4h, before it slightly

increases towards the ground; R33 is lower there than in

the other cases, at least for the largest densities for which the

turbulent structures have more difficulty to penetrate into the

canopy.
Fig. 13 – Same as Fig. 11 but for case 3 canopies (Fig. 2c).
5. On the analogy of canopy flow with a plane
mixing-layer flow

As stated in Section 1, Raupach et al. (1996) established an

analogy between a plane mixing layer and the atmospheric

flow near the top of a vegetation canopy. This led these

authors to express the mean longitudinal separation Lw

between adjacent coherent structures as a function of a shear

length scale Ls defined as Ls ¼ huiz¼h
xyt =ð@huixyt=@zÞ

z¼h
. From a

series of field and wind-tunnel data they found that Lw ¼ mLs,

with m�8:1.

In this section, the validity of this mixing-layer analogy is

tested for all 15 canopies studied here. To this purpose, the

wavelet transform is used to detect coherent structures in

time series of vertical velocity recorded at canopy top in the

middle of the computational domain. Scalar time series are

usually preferred for this but our simulations were performed

in dry, neutral conditions without solving a scalar field.

Collineau and Brunet (1993a, b) were the first authors to

demonstrate that the wavelet transform is a suitable tool for

detecting the dominant turbulent structures in the vicinity of



Fig. 15 – Mean streamwise separation Lw=h of coherent

eddies, plotted against the shear length scale Ls=h for all

canopy types and densities considered here. The straight

line shows the prediction of Raupach et al. (1996), defined

as Lw=h ¼ 8:1Ls=h.
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vegetation canopies. Using the same approach, Brunet and

Irvine (2000) later confirmed from in situ measurements that

Lw�8:1Ls in neutral condition, and extended this result to

non-neutral conditions.

The mean streamwise separation of coherent structures Lw

is computed for each canopy following a similar procedure as

that used by Brunet and Irvine (2000). It is summarized in

Appendix A. Lw=h is estimated as ðT=NwÞðUc=hÞ, where Nw is the

number of structures detected in timeTand Uc is theconvection

velocity of the structures. For the sake of consistency with

previous estimates of Lw=h we assume that Uc ¼ 1:8huiz¼h
xyt , as

was used by Raupach et al. (1996) and observed by Finnigan

(1979) and Shaw et al. (1995). Alternately, the convection

velocity can be directly deduced from space-time cross-

correlations in instantaneous wind fields. However, we chose

here to be consistent with the main assumption used by

Raupach et al. (1996) to establish a linear relation between Lw=h

and Ls, in order to find out whether a similar relation, with the

same initial assumption, can be observed from our simulations.

The analysis of the convection velocity of coherent structures

following the canopy morphology is by itself another study that

should be the subject of a specific paper.

Fig. 15 showsLw versus theshear length scale Ls, normalized

by the canopy height for the 15 canopies considered. The figure

also displays the regression line of slope 8.1 obtained by

Raupach et al. (1996). As expected, the shear length scale Ls=h

increases with decreasing canopy density, from 0.13 for the

densest upper canopy layers (case 2 with LAI ¼ 5) to 0.65 for the

sparsest (case 3 with LAI ¼ 1). For a given canopy leaf-area

index, the shear length scale is also smaller for case 2 canopies,

followed by cases 1 and 3; it is therefore mostly controlled by the

density of the upper canopy layer.

Our results are consistent with (although slightly above

than) the regression line from Raupach et al. (1996), to the

exception of the canopies with a very sparse upper layer (cases

1 and 3 with LAI ¼ 1), in which case the data points tend to fall

below the regression line. A regression analysis of our data,

discarding cases 1 and 3 with LAI ¼ 1, results in a slope equal
to 8.7, which is close to 8.1 obtained by Raupach et al. (1996).

The discrepancy of the two canopies with very sparse upper

layer from the regression line was also observed by Novak

et al. (2000) with the sparsest tree canopies they used in a

wind-tunnel. This implies that for a given wind profile (i.e. a

given Ls) the mean streamwise separation between adjacent

coherent structures is smaller than that predicted by the

regression of Raupach et al. (1996). This difference in the

behaviour of turbulent flows over sparse canopies is probably

due to the fact that the inflection in the mean horizontal

velocity becomes too weak to sustain the instability process

responsible for the generation of mixing-layer eddies. With

less vegetation the canopy flow progressively evolves towards

a boundary layer flow. As mentioned previously, this can also

be inferred from the wind-tunnel measurements of Poggi et al.

(2004), who used a larger range of densities than ours.
6. Summary

The atmospheric model ARPS has been modified to simulate

turbulent flows at fine scale over vegetation canopies with a

large-eddy simulation approach. This new version of ARPS has

been validated successfully in the case of a homogeneous

canopy by looking at profiles of turbulent statistics such as

mean wind velocity, turbulent kinetic energy, momentum flux

and velocity skewnesses, as well as spatial velocity correla-

tions. This validation has shown that the model is able to

reproduce accurately the main observed features of turbulent

canopy flows.

A sensitivity study of the turbulent flow to the morphology

of the canopy, i.e. the density and the vertical leaf-area

distribution, has then been performed over 3 types of canopy

with 5 levels of leaf-area index, from 1 to 5. The simulations

have been able to reproduce the ‘universal’ characteristics of

canopy flows and have provided a quantification of the impact

of vegetation density on these characteristics. The resulting

scatter in the vertical profiles is similar to the residual

variability than can be observed on experimental wind-tunnel

and in situ data, when plotted in the same non-dimensional

format (Raupach et al., 1996; Novak et al., 2000).

The typical features of canopy flow become more pro-

nounced as canopy density increases: (i) turbulent variables

such as turbulent kinetic energy and momentum flux decrease

more rapidly with depth, as coherent structures have more

difficulty to penetrate into the canopy; (ii) the swing in wind

direction into the canopy increases with decreasing height; (iii)

the contribution of sweeps to the momentum flux at canopy

top increases; (iv) the streamwise and, to a lesser extent, the

vertical wind velocity components are well correlated in a

smaller longitudinal region; and (v) the turbulent structures

penetrating into the canopy tend to be more inclined. For a

given canopy leaf-area index, the vertical leaf-area distribu-

tion also plays a significant role, in the sense that the density

of the upper canopy exert a major influence on the turbulent

flow. In the extreme case of a dense upper foliated layer above

a sparse trunk space (case 2 with large LAI), we even observed

that on the lower side of the vegetation layer the momentum

flux becomes dominated by ejections whereas sweeps prevail

on the upper side.
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The mean streamwise separation Lw between adjacent

coherent structures at canopy top has been computed from

wavelet transform techniques for each canopy with the same

assumption on the convection velocity as used by Raupach

et al. (1996). For canopies with LAI>1, we observed a clear

relationship between Lw and the shear length scale Ls, close to

that predicted by the mixing-layer analogy proposed by

Raupach et al. (1996) and confirmed by wind-tunnel and field

measurements. However, for the sparsest canopies (LAI ¼ 1)

Lw is smaller than the predicted value. With decreasing

canopy density, the turbulent flow may evolve from a typical

mixing layer towards a rough-wall boundary layer. However,

the LAI range used here is probably too narrow to observe this

transition, that may be better inferred from the wind-tunnel

measurements of Poggi et al. (2004).

Only homogeneous canopies have been considered in this

paper. However companion, forthcoming papers will present a

validation of the model across a simple forest-clearing-forest

pattern (Dupont and Brunet, 2008), and analyze the develop-

ment of coherent structures from the leading edge of the forest

(Dupont and Brunet, 2008, in press, s).
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Appendix A. Ramp-signal detection with
wavelet transform

In order to detect coherent structures in time series, as

occasional large excursions from the mean, we use the

wavelet transform following the same approach as that used

by Collineau and Brunet (1993a, b) and Brunet and Irvine

(2000). Unlike the Fourier Transform, the wavelet transform

unfolds turbulent variable time series into both time (or space)

and scale. The continuous wavelet transform of a signal, hðtÞ,
is defined as:

Tpða;bÞ ¼
1

ap

Z 1
�1

hðtÞg t� b
a

� �
dt; (A.1)

where gðtÞ is the wavelet function, a the wavelet scale, b the

position translation, p a normalization factor taken as 1 here,

and Tpða; bÞ represents the wavelet coefficients.

As the normalized wavelet variance spectrum W pðaÞ
represents the distribution of energy along the scales (or
wavelet dilatation) a, its peak can be interpreted as showing

the scale of coherent structures. The variance spectrum is

given as:

W pðaÞ ¼
Z 1
�1
jTpða;bÞj2db: (A.2)

Since no scalar field is simulated here, the wavelet transform

is applied on time series of instantaneous vertical velocity

with the following methodology.
� W
avelet transformsarecomputedfrom Haar waveletover30-

min data runs simulated by the model at canopy top in the

middle of the computational domain, and sampled at 33 Hz.
� T
he representative scale of coherent structures is deduced

from the wavelet variance spectra (peak scale).
� S
ince the Mhat detection function crosses zero when a

coherent structure is detected (Collineau and Brunet, 1993b),

the previous Haar peak scale is converted into the

corresponding Mhat scale, and wavelet coefficients are

calculated with the characteristic scale of coherent struc-

tures, using the Mhat wavelet.
� T
he number of ‘zero crosses’ in the detection function is

then counted to determine the average temporal separation

of coherent structures in the total time period, and their

frequency is deduced. Similarly to Barthlott et al. (2007),

zero-crossings whose corresponding maximum is at least

lower than 10% of the maximum of wavelet coefficients are

not counted as coherent structures.
� C
oherent eddy separation Lw, normalized by canopy height

h, is then calculated by approximating the convection

velocity Uc of coherent structures to 1.8 times the average

wind velocity at the canopy top (as has been observed by

Finnigan (1979) and Shaw et al. (1995), and is often used

(Raupach et al., 1996)):

Lw

h
¼ TUc

Nwh
(A.3)

where T is the total duration of the time series and Nw is the

number of events identified in the w time series by the Mhat

detection function.
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